
 
Assembly Sharpener Pneumatic Valve 85977000 For GTXL 
 
Products details: 
Part number: 85977000 
Description: Assembly Sharpener Pneumatic Valve 85977000 For GTXL 
Used for industrial cutter machine, GTXL cutter 
Type: Hardware, spare parts, cutter parts,cutter machine parts, Bearing, 
Hardware, Plotter Head Assembly, Sharpener assembly. 
Weight: 0.072kg 
 
More information about parts: 
 

Types Auto cutter spare parts (Pulley Idler) 

Place of origin China mainland 

Brand name FAVORABLE 

Parts used for Auto cutter GTXL, XLC7000, Z7,GT7250,S7200, GT5250,S5200, DCS 
2500, DCS 3500, AP series, Spreader series, PARAGON LX cutter. 

Capacity 10.0000 pcs per month 

Delivery time Upon order confirmation 
Company information: 
  
FAVORABLE company founded in 2002 located in DongGuan city, GuangDong province, 
China. 
Main products is spare parts for different brand cutting machine. Especially suitable for Gerber, 
Lectra, Yin, Bullmer, Investronica, Kuris and so on. (Notice: We don't have any relationship 
with above list companies) 
 
FAVORABLE company used five years grow into the biggest supplier in domestic market, 
which have all spare parts inventory in stock. Accept all spare parts supply and maintenance 
technical support in domestic market. 
  
FAVORABLE company moved to the new office, which is the highest office building in 
DongGuan city center, TBA tower. 
  
FAVORABLE company also set up branch office in Southeast Asia, better to provide technical 
support to the customers. 
FAQ: 
●.If the product is liquid, how to ship? 
We have our courier agent, they can arrange shipment via special channel. 
  
●.How about the trade terms? 
Unit price is EXW term, and we always charge shipment cost from customers, and arrange 
shipment via our DHL courier agent, because the cost is cheaper, most customer prefer to 
choose this term. 
  
●. If have DHL or Fedex account, how to ship? 
We can arrange shipment under customer's express account, it will be fine. 
  
●. If the parts belong to dangerous goods, how to ship? 
We will check with our forwarder agent, if ok, will check the cost to customers. If not, will be 
found other way to ship. 
  
●. There will be formal export process? 



If customer need, we will make formal export, but value more than US$700, there need to make 
many paper work with customs clearance agent for formal export, and need to pay US$40 for 
the documents. 
 
More picture for this item as below: 
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